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Abstract

In this paper we incorporate o¤shoring of labor-intensive goods in a model with

multi-product �rms, and explore its implications in partial and general oligopolistic

equilibrium. We try to identify some of the important aspects of this phenomenon and

argue that improvements in the opportunities of o¤shoring can a¤ect the geographic

organization of a �rm and its product range. Multi-product �rms internalize supply

linkages (�exible manufacturing) and demand linkages (cannibalization e¤ect). In par-

tial equilibrium, we �nd that more products are produced o¤shore and �rms expand

their product range with better prospects for o¤shoring. In general equilibrium these

e¤ects can be reversed due to adjustments in domestic factor prices.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, multi-product �rms (MPFs) have received special attention in both empirical

and theoretical research in international trade. Empirical studies such as Bernard, Redding,

and Schott (2010) document the omnipresence of MPFs in US manufacturing industries.

They stress a new margin of �rm adjustment, which we later on refer to as intra-�rm ex-

tensive margin, and �nd within-�rm product expansion according to the most economical

allocation of resources. Overall, they �nd product adding and dropping contributes equally

to the evolution of aggregate manufacturing as contributions of �rm entry and exit. Exist-

ing theoretical research is concerned mainly with the product market side of the economy,

whereby the main question is how MPFs absorb international trade. The body of the theo-

retical literature di¤ers in the way of modelling the demand for and the decision to supply

multiple products and in the assumptions about market structure. Most recent models as-

sume that markets can be characterized by monopolistic competition, in which �rms produce

a large number of products but are themselves in�nitesimal small in scale in the economy

(see Nocke and Yeaple (2006), Mayer, Melitz, and Ottaviano (2010), Arkolakis and Muendler

(2010), Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2011)). Eckel and Neary (2010) set up a di¤erent

approach and assume that markets are oligopolistic. Their underlying market structure high-

lights an important feature regarding MPFs, which is called the "cannibalization e¤ect". A

MPF is a large player in its market and internalizes demand linkages between the varieties

it o¤ers. Therfore introducing additional products will diminish the demand for the �rm�s

existing products.1

In this paper we try to amplify the scope of literature on MPFs by one important fact

in global markets: the fragmentation of production in di¤erent locations. Multinational

companies have contributed a lot to global market integration and therefore encouraged

globalization. Caves (1996) de�nes a multinational �rm as "an enterprise that controls and

manages production establishments - plants - located in at least two countries" and refers

to declines in costs of transportation, such as container ships, and improvements in commu-

nication technology. These phenomena make it possible to break apart the production into

di¤erent countries and enable �rms to minimize costs across the global economy. A large

body of literature refers to this phenomenon as outsourcing (Katz and Murphy (1992), Feen-

stra and Hanson (1996)), de-localization (Leamer (1998)), fragmentation (Deardor¤ (2001),

Jones and Kierzkowski (1997), Arndt and Kierzkowski (2000)), intra-product specialization

(Arndt (1997) and (1998a,b)), intra-mediate trade (Antweiler and Tre�er (1997)), vertical

1The cannibalization e¤ect is also considered in recent articles by Feenstra and Ma (2008) and Dhingra
(2010).
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specialization (Hummels, Ishii, and Yi (2001)), slicing the value chain (Krugman (1995)),

and most recently trade in tasks (Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008)). These models con-

sider the geographic separation of activities involved in producing one single good across two

or more countries but they do not address the relocation of the whole production of certain

varieties for e¢ ciency�s sake. Baldwin and Ottaviano (2001) come up with a multi-product

�rm setting where oligopolistic �rms may produce some varieties in one country and other

varieties in another. However they explain intra�rm trade patterns akin to reciprocal dump-

ing à la Brander and Krugman (1983) and not via factor price di¤erences across countries.

Therefore their approach is not associated with �o¤shoring�per se.

In this paper we tackle important and topical questions within a multi-product frame-

work: how do improvements in the opportunities for o¤shoring a¤ect the geographic organi-

zation and the product range of a MPF? For this purpose, we set up a general oligopolistic

equilibrium (GOLE) model with MPFs along the lines of Eckel and Neary (2010) and enrich

this framework by introducing the �rm�s opportunity to o¤shore the fabrication of multiple

varieties to a low wage emerging country. Varieties within a �rm�s product line are linked

on the cost side through a �exible manufacturing technology, whereby we assume a �rm

to apply this technology in each manufacturing base. Flexible manufacturing captures the

idea that - besides a core competence - a MPF can expand its portfolio with varieties that

are less e¢ cient in production which translates into higher marginal labor requirements.2

Furthermore we specify the cost side in greater detail by introducing a parameter that de-

scribes the prospects for o¤shoring. Reductions in this parameter represent improvements

in communication and monitoring that reduce in equal measure the cost of o¤shoring of all

varieties. With this parameterization we derive results in partial and general equilibrium,

which, interestingly, may lead to di¤erent outcomes. Concerning the geographic organiza-

tion in partial equilibrium, we �nd that more products are produced abroad when prospects

for o¤shoring improve. Due to lower o¤shoring costs, a MPF enjoys cost savings in foreign

production and this a¤ects the borderline variety, which is determined by equal unit costs

in the two countries. Furthermore these cost savings lead to an extension of the product

portfolio as the opportunity to produce labor intensive products abroad enlarges the pro�t

maximizing product range of a MPF. In a model where �rms are large in their industry,

rising outputs of foreign varieties and additional varities in the portfolio are crowding out

domestic production, that does not bene�t from lower o¤shoring costs. This cannibaliza-

tion e¤ect occurs in our model, as we assume that each industry is characterized by one

monopoly MPF. The analysis in partial equilibrium reveals that domestic labor demand will

2The concept of �exible manufacturing is also used in Milgrom and Roberts (1990), Eaton and Schmitt
(1994), Norman and Thisse (1999), and Eckel (2009).
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decrease in the presence of more o¤shoring. In general equilibrium our analysis highlights

adjustments through factor markets as an important channel of transmission of external

shocks on both the borderline variety and the product range. With endogenous domestic

wages the results are not as clear cut anymore. It is no longer apparent that more products

will be produced o¤shore with falling o¤shoring costs. In a numerical exercise we show that

assuming a linear manufacturing system brings forth results where falling domestic wages

prevail better prospects for o¤shoring and therefore more varieties are produced onshore

with falling o¤shoring costs. Concerning total �rm production in general equilibrium this

means that a �rm enjoys lower domestic factor prices in addition to better opportunities of

foreign production and thus enlarges its total scale. This enhances cannibalization whereby

marginal and thus least e¢ cient varities su¤er most and may be crowded out.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 recaps the basic model

of Eckel and Neary (2010) and incorporates o¤shoring into this framework. Subsequently

we provide comparative static results of falling o¤shoring costs. Section 3 shows how these

results transform when wages are endogenized in general equilibrium and is rounded down

with a numerical simulation. Section 4 concludes and summerizes results. Mathematical

derivations are presented in the Appendix.

2 The Model

In an extension of the �exible-manufacturing framework of Eckel and Neary (2010) we intro-

duce a model where companies on grounds of e¢ ciency seeking can relocate the production

of labor intensive goods abroad. The economy under consideration consists of two countries,

Home and Foreign, and a large world market. There is a continuum of identical industries

in Home, each of which is characterized by one monopoly MPF selling all products on the

world market. Foreign is a low wage emerging country and acts as a potential destination

for an a¢ liate. We begin in this section with the analysis of one single sector by considering

the behavior of the consumers in the world market and the monopoly MPF in this industry.

2.1 Consumer Behavior: Preferences and Consumer Demand

We assume that LW consumers in the world market maximize their utility de�ned over

consumption of di¤erentiated products. Referring to the model of Eckel and Neary (2010)

we maintain the speci�cation of preferences in the form a two-tier utility function.3 The

3These preferences combine the continuum quadratic approach to symmetric horizontal product di¤eren-
tiation of Ottaviano, Tabuchi, and Thisse (2002) with the preferences in Neary (2009).
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upper tier is an additive function of a continuum of sub-utility functions over industries z,

where z varies over the interval [0; 1], given by

U [u (z)] =

Z 1

0

u (z) dz. (1)

The representative consumer�s sub-utility is de�ned over per variety consumption q(i; z)

with i 2 [1; �] and total consumption Q �
R �
0
q(i)di, where � is the measure of di¤erentiated

goods o¤ered by the monopolist in industry z. To be more speci�c, we assume

u (z) = a

Z �

0

q(i; z)di� 1
2
b

�
(1� e)

Z �

0

q(i; z)2di+ eQ2
�
. (2)

Eq. (2) has a standard quadratic form whereby a, b are denote non-negative prefer-

ence parameters and e is an inverse measure of product di¤erentiation which lies between

0 and 1. Lower e implies products are more di¤erentiated and hence less substitutable

whereas e = 1 denotes consumers have no taste for diversity in products and demand de-

pends on aggregate output only. Consumers maximize (2) subject to the budget constraintR 1
0

R �
0
p(i; z)q(i; z)didz � Y , where p (i; z) denotes prices for variety i in industry z and Y is

individual income. This yields the following linear inverse individual demand function:

�p(i; z) = a� b
�
(1� e)q(i; z) + e

Z �

0

q(i; z)di

�
(3)

where � is the marginal utility of income, the Lagrange multiplier attached to the budget

constraint. Market-clearing imposes that each �rm faces a market demand x(i) that consists

of the aggregated demand of all consumers in the world market LW q(i). For the inverse

world market demand we get

p(i; z) = a0 � b0 [(1� e)x(i; z) + eX] (4)

where a0 � a
�
is the consumers�maximum willingness to pay, b0 � b

�LW
is an inverse measure

for the market size, and �nally X represents the total �rm output. With no quasi-linear

term in (2) the value of � is not constant whereby a0 and b0 are endogenously determinded

in general equilibrium. However, with a continuum of industries, we may assume that one

monopolist �rm takes these parameters as given hence the �rm dominates its own market

but is small in the economy as a whole. This assumption permits a consistent analysis of

oligopoly in general equilibrium. As it has become standard in the literature, we choose the

marginal utility of income as the numeraire and set � equal to one (see Neary (2009) for

further discussion).
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2.2 Firm Behavior: Costs and Technology of the Multi-Product

Firm

This section considers technology and optimal behavior of one �rm in industry z. The �rm�s

objective is to maximize pro�ts by choosing both the scale and scope of production, as

well as choosing the optimal location for producing each speci�c variety. When choosing

the optimal location for production �rms seek to reduce costs by producing labor-intensive

goods o¤shore where a comparative advantage exists due to lower wages. For simplicity, we

assume no �xed costs for both domestic and foreign production.

In our model a MPF is caracterized by a core competence and �exible manufacturing.

Technology is �rm-speci�c and therefore it can be applied correspondingly in Home and in

Foreign. As in Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008), technology is transferable as a home

�rm will use its own technology when performing a task abroad. Flexible manufacturing is

characterized by one core competence, in which the �rm is most e¢ cient in fabrication and

by the "ability to produce additional varieties with only a minimum of adaption" (Eckel and

Neary (2010), p.192).

Production costs in our model comprise both a product-speci�c and a monitoring compo-

nent (managerial e¤ort) which we assume to be zero for production at home. This assumption

generalizes the idea that the ability to monitor varies with proximity, whereby managerial

e¤ort is needed to supervise production and to provide the �rm�s technology abroad.4 By

incorporating these costs we try to capture the more general idea that aggravated monitoring

through managers, less skilled workers, worse infrastructure, or inferior contractual enforce-

ment, a¤ects production in emerging countries. In the following analysis we refer to this cost

component as o¤shoring costs. To put it formally, we assume a Ricardian technology where

domestic (foreign) production costs c(i) (c�(i)) are given by

c(i) = c((i); w; t = 0) = w(i) and (5)

c�(i) = c�((i); w�; t > 0) = w�((i) + t) (6)

with (i) denoting the labor input coe¢ cient for variety i, w (w�) being the wage level in

Home (Foreign) and �nally t representing the o¤shoring costs.5 Latter is measured in labor

4See for example Grossman and Helpman (2004). They assume that a principal is able to observe a
manager�s e¤orts at a lower cost when the manager�s division is located near to the �rm�s headquarters
as compared with when it is located across national borders. Furthermore they add a policy-related cost,
which is the same for all �rms and captures the idea that government regulations impose additional costs to
o¤shoring.

5Foreign variables are denoted by an asterisk throughout.
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costs and is the same for all products assembled abroad.6 As technology is �rm- and not

country-speci�c, (i) is the same in both countries. In what follows we assume a linear

increase of the production costs with@c
@i
= @

@i
w > 0 as demonstrated in Figure 1.

Closed Economy: Without o¤shoring, optimal �rm behavior is composed of maximiz-

ing total �rm pro�ts both with regard to scale and to scope. Considering the technology

assumptions above and denoting the scope of the product portfolio by �, pro�ts are given by

� =

Z �

0

[p(i)� c(i)]x(i)di. (7)

Firms simultaneously choose the quantity produced of each good and the mass of products

produced.

Optimal scale: Maximizing pro�ts (7) with respect to scale x (i) implies the �rst order

condition for scale:

@�

@x(i)
= p(i)� c(i)� b0 [(1� e)x(i) + eX] = 0 (8)

that leads to the optimal output of a single variety

x(i) =
a0 � c(i)� 2b0eX

2b0(1� e) (9)

with X �
R �
0
x(i)di denoting total �rm scale.7 The negative impact of total �rm�s scale X on

the output of a single variety displays the cannibalization e¤ect: @x(i)
@X

= � e
(1�e) < 0. Despite

the fact that the monopoly �rm faces no competition within its industry, with Cournot

competition a MPF internalizes the e¤ect that increasing output of a certain variety lowers

prices for this as well as for all other varieties in the �rm�s product range. Of course this

e¤ect just exists if e > 0, i.e. if products are not perfectly di¤erentiated. Furthermore Eq.

(9) shows that, given its total output, a �rm produces less of each variety the further away

it is from its core competence. Given the symmetric structure of demand, this means that it

must charge higher prices for products that are further from its core competence. (see Eckel

and Neary (2010), p.193 for a detailed analysis)

Optimal scope: We now consider the �rm�s choice of product line. MPF�s add new

6In Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) tasks are ranked with respect to their compatibility to be
performed o¤shore. More non-routine tasks become more costly to monitor from a distance. Furthermore
they add a policy-related cost, which is the same for all �rms and captures the idea that government
regulations impose additional costs to o¤shoring.

7The second-order condition of this maximization problem is: @2�
@x(i)2

= @p(i)
@x(i) � b

0 (1� e)� b0e @X
@x(i) < 0.
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products as long as marginal pro�ts are positive. Maximizing Eq. (7) with respect to scope

implies the respective �rst order condition8

@�

@�
= [p(�)� c(�)]x(�) = 0. (10)

From Eq. (8) and the fact that a MPF internalizes the cannibalization e¤ect we know

that the pro�t on the marginal variety p(�) � cj(�) cannot be zero. The �rm adds new

varieties up to the point where the marginal cost of producing the marginal variety equals

the marginal revenue at zero output. Pro�t maximizing product range implies that the

output of the marginal variety is zero. Setting (9) to zero yields

c(�) = a0 � 2b0eX. (11)

Comparing Eqs. (9) and (11), we see that �rms add new varieties to their product portfolio

until the marginal costs of the last variety equals the marginal revenue of this variety at

zero output. Note, that there is also cannibalization that in�uences the scope of production:
@�
@X
= � b0e

@c(�)=@�
< 0. Figure 1 illustrates the �rst order condition with respect to scope and

determines the pro�t-maximizing product range.

eXba '2'−

)(ic

)(ic

iδ

eXba '2'−

)(ic

)(ic

iδ

Figure 1 - Pro�t maximizing product range

Open Economy: In the previous section we have implicitly assumed that the o¤shoring

costs t were prohibitively high, so all production was located in the home country. As glob-

alization leads to improvements in information technology and reductions in communication

8The second-order condition of this maximization problem is: @
2�
@�2

= [p (�)� c (�)]@x(�)@� < 0, as @c(�)
@� > 0

and, thus, @x(�)@� = � 1
2b0(1�e)

@c(�)
@� < 0.
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costs, we analyse a decrease in the parameter t, which implies that �rms can enjoy bene�ts of

lower factor prices and thus gains from placing production in the most economical location.

The repercussions of falling o¤shoring costs are graphically illustrated in Figure 2.

eXba '2'−

)(ic

)(* ic

iδ

eXba '2'−

'δ iδI

)(ic

)(* ic

a) b)

eXba '2'−

)(ic

)(* ic

iδ

eXba '2'−

'δ iδI

)(ic

)(* ic
eXba '2'−

)(ic

)(* ic

iδ

eXba '2'−

'δ iδI

)(ic

)(* ic

a) b)

Figure 2 - Repercussions of falling t

In Figure 2a) production of the whole portfolio is accomplished in Home as o¤shoring

costs are prohibitively high. In Figure 2b) o¤shoring cost are below a critical value, which

can be calculated in this case as

tcrit =
(a0 � 2beX)(w � w�)

ww�
(12)

which is rising in the di¤erence of wages. We can see that varieties i 2 [0; I] are still produced
in Home, as their production is e¢ cient enough, so the bene�ts of lower foreign wages do

not prevail the o¤shoring costs. Production of varieties i 2]I; �[ is relocated, as these goods
can be produced at a lower cost in Foreign. Products i 2]�; �0[ constitute an extension of
the �rm�s product range. The MPF adds these varieties, which would not be o¤ered in case

of producing exclusively in Home, at the intra-�rm extensive margin. Our speci�cation of

the model suggests that a MPF produces varieties o¤shore, where its power to compete is

relatively low. Hence o¤shoring strengthens the competitiveness of the �rm.

In the analysis below, we refer to cases, in which o¤shoring cost are su¢ ciently low, so

there is a fragmentation of production into domestic and foreign produced varieties. Com-

bining Eqs. (6) and (9), gives the optimal scale of a foreign produced variety:

x�(i) =
a0 � w�((i) + t)� 2b0eX

2b0(1� e) . (13)
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Given that the marginal variety is now produced in Foreign, the pro�t maximizing product

range is now de�ned by

w�((�) + t) = a0 � 2b0eX. (14)

In the open economy the MPF faces a third maximization problem, next to optimal scale

and scope of production. The �rm now also determines the pro�t-maximizing geographic

location of production.

Optimal location: Analogous to Eq. (7) total pro�ts in the open economy are given by

� =

IZ
0

(p(i)� c(i))x(i)di+
�Z
I

(p�(i)� c�(i))x�(i)di (15)

with the �rst integral being total pro�ts from domestic production and the second integral

being the equivalent for foreign production. With Eq. (8) and total �rm output being

composed of domestically and foreign produced goods

X =

IZ
0

x(i)di+

�Z
I

x�(i)di (16)

we can rearrange Eq. (15):

�

b0
= (1� e)

24 IZ
0

x(i)2di+

�Z
I

x�(i)2di

35+ eX2. (17)

Maximizing Eq. (17) with respect to the optimal cuto¤ of production I leads to

x(I) = x�(I). (18)

Proposition 1 A MPF chooses the optimal cuto¤ level of production I exactly at that prod-
uct where optimal scale in Home and in Foreign are the same. Combining Eqs. (9) and (13),

this means that for variety I the �rm is just indi¤erent concerning the location of production

because costs are identical, i.e.

w(I) = w�((I) + t). (19)

Formal details of the derivation can be found in the appendix.
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2.3 Comparative Statics

We still assume that t is below its critical value determined in (12) so the �rm engages in

foreign production. In the comparative statics we analyse the e¤ect of better prospects for

o¤shoring on the geographic organization with respect to the optimal cuto¤of relocation and

on the pro�t-maximizing product range. Furthermore we investigate the impact of reduced

costs of o¤shoring on the output of domestic and foreign-produced varieties as well as on the

total �rm output. These endogeneous variables of our model x(i), x�(i), �, X, and, I are

determined in Eqs. (9), (13), (14), (16), and, (19) respectively. Totally di¤erentiating this

system of equations generates the comparative-static e¤ects of decreasing o¤shoring costs t.

Proposition 2 If t is below the critical value determined in (12) a fall in t makes foreign
production more attractive and thus leads to e¢ ciency-seeking relocation of production from

the high-wage country to the low-wage country, i.e.

dI

dt
=

w�

(w � w�) 0 (I) > 0. (20)

As the wage rate in the home country w is higher than abroad w� the expression is strictly

positive. In Figure 2b) a decrease in t corresponds to a downward shift of the c�-curve which

is equivalent to shifting production abroad (I falls). Former domestically produced goods

are now produced abroad.

Proposition 3 With falling o¤shoring costs, a MPF adds products at the intra-�rm exten-

sive margin as with lower costs the production of more varieties is economic, i.e.

d�

dt
= �(1� e+ eI)

�10(�)
< 0 where: �1 = (1� e+ e�) > 0. (21)

In Figure 3b) a decrease in t corresponds to a downward shift of the c�-curve which indicates

an extension of the product range. Not only production sites and the �rm�s portfolio respond

to varying o¤shoring costs but also outputs of varieties in both countries and hence total

�rm scale.

Proposition 4 With falling o¤shoring costs, a MPF increases total �rm output because of

the higher scale of foreign produced varieties and the extension of the product portfolio, i.e.

dX

dt
= �w

� (� � I)
2b0�1

< 0. (22)
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Finally we obtain the response of the optimal scale of varieties produced in Home and in

Foreign. Domestic production does not bene�t from falling o¤shoring costs but internalizes

the cannibalization e¤ect of the rising output of foreign production.

Proposition 5 A MPF reduces outputs of all domestically produced varieties in consequence
of falling o¤shoring costs, i.e.

dx (i)

dt
=

e

2b0 (1� e)
w� (� � I)

�1

> 0. (23)

In the case of perfectly di¤erentiated varieties, i.e. e = 0, domestic output is independent

of foreign production and hence Eq. (23) is zero. With e being positive, varieties become

closer substitutes whereby domestic output is crowded out by foreign production.

Proposition 6 If t is below the critical value determined in Eq. (12) a fall in t leads the
�rm to increase outputs of all foreign-produced varieties, i.e

dx� (i)

dt
= �w

� (1� e+ eI)
2b0 (1� e)�1

< 0. (24)

Formal details of all the derivations can be found in the appendix.

3 General Equilibrium

The previous section analysed responses of per variety output, total �rm output and location

of production with respect to changes in the o¤shoring costs. Up to this point the approach

was partial, since we did not consider endogenous changes in wages. Analysis in partial

equilibrium clearly yields a fall in domestic labor demand as on the one hand per variety

output of domestic varieties gets crowded out and on the other hand varieties close to the

cuto¤ are relocated with falling o¤shoring costs. Assuming labor market clearing later on

we foresee falling domestic wages to ensure this condition.

In the �rst section of this chapter we consider the e¤ects of an exogenous decrease in

domestic wages. In the second section we show how domestic wages and the other variables

of interest in our model are simultaneously determined in general equilibrium.

3.1 E¤ects of an Exogenous Change in Domestic Wages

This sub-section keeps o¤shoring costs t constant and considers responses of the system of

endogenously determined variables in Eqs. (9), (13), (14), (16), and (19) to changes in the
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domestic wage rate. Totally di¤erentiating this system of equations generates the following

comparative statics results. It is apparent that with falling domestic wages total �rm output

will increase, i.e.

dX

dw
= �

I�0
2b0�1

< 0 (25)

where �0 � 1
I

R I
0
(i) is the mean labor input of domestically produced varieties. This e¤ect

gets larger the more domestic varieties bene�t from falling wages, i.e. the higher is �0, and

the more domestic varieties are produced onshore, i.e. the higher is I.

Changes in domestic factor prices clearly a¤ect the borderline variety I as it is determined

by equality of production costs on- and o¤shore. With Home becoming a more attractive

production site more varieties will be manufactured domestically, i.e.

dI

dw
= � (I)

(w � w�) 0 (I) < 0. (26)

Akin to the previous result, we �nd that this e¤ect gets stronger the more the borderline

variety bene�ts from falling wages in terms of a higher marginal labor requirement (I).

With varieties not being perfectly di¤erentiated (i.e. e > 0), foreign scale gets crowded out

dx� (i)

dw
=

eI�0
2b0 (1� e)�1

> 0 (27)

and the product range decreases as marginal varieties undergo cannibalization

d�

dw
=

eI�0
w�0(�)�1

> 0. (28)

The cannibalization e¤ect becomes stronger the more domestic production bene�ts from

falling wages (the higher I and �0).

What will be of importance lateron in the general equilibrium analysis, is the e¤ect a

falling wage rate has on the output of domestically produced varieties:

dx (i)

dw
= �

�
�1(i)� eI�0

�
2b0 (1� e)�1

7 0. (29)

Notice that the algebraic sign behaves ambiguously. Outputs of varieties with a labor input

coe¢ cient far below the average may even fall with falling wages (i.e. for these varieties
dx(i)
dw

> 0). Reason for this is that varieties which are e¢ cient in production require just sparse

labor input and hence bene�t less from falling wages but fully internalize cannibalization by

rising outputs of labor intensive varieties which bene�t more from lower factor costs. The

12



condition for the output of the core competence to fall with falling wages is : (0) <
eI�0
�1
.

The output of the borderline variety x(I) with costs (I) rises with falling wages: dx(I)
dw

< 0.

Figure 3 illustrates all e¤ects.

iδ

)(*),( ixix

I 'δ'I iδ

)(*),( ixix

I 'δ'I
Figure 3 - Exogenous decrease in domestic wage

Proposition 7 An exogenous fall in domestic wages leads to more products being produced
in the home country and a lowered product range. While scale of foreign produced varieties

is clearly shrinking, the e¤ect on domestic varieties may be ambiguous with the output of

varieties close to the core competence falling and the output of less e¢ cient varieties rising.

3.2 Labor Market Clearing

In this sub-section, we turn to the level of the economy as a whole and explore the general

equilibrium e¤ects of falling o¤shoring costs. To simplify the analysis, we assume that all

industries are identical. In a �rst step, we need to specify how wages are determined. We

assume a total labor supply LH , that is supplied inelastically by the households. Domestic

labor demand of a MPF in one industry z is given by

l (z) =

Z I

0

 (i)x (i) di. (30)

Di¤erentiating domestic labor requirements with respect to I yields @l(z)
@I

= (I)x(I) > 0,

i.e. with more varieties produced at home labor requirement is rising. In equilibrium, wages

must adjust to ensure that total labor supply LH equals total labor demand determined

13



by the cuto¤ of domestic production I in all industries z 2 (0; 1). This is re�ected by the
following labor-market equilibrium condition for the home country:

LH =

1Z
0

l (z) dz =

1Z
0

IZ
0

(i; z)x(i; z)didz. (31)

We can now substitute for x(i) from (9) and evaluate the integral to obtain

LH =
(a0 � 2b0eX) I�0 � wI�00

2b0(1� e) (32)

with �00 � 1
I

R I
0
(i)2 being the second moment around zero of the �rm�s distribution of

labor requirements. The left hand side of Eq. (32) is the domestic labor supply to the �rm,

which we assume to be �xed, while the right hand side stands for a �rm�s labor demand.

Combining Eq. (32) with the system of equations from the analysis in partial equlibrium we

can now use the respective equations for investigating how �rm-level adjustments respond

to declining o¤shoring costs with endogeneous wages. Again after totally di¤erentiating all

equations of the system, we derive our comparative statics results.

One important issue in general equilibrium with which we want to analyse in the �rst

place, is the e¤ect of better prospects for o¤shoring on domestic factor prices.

Proposition 8 With falling o¤shoring costs, ceteris paribus, foreign production gets more
attractive. To ensure labor market clearing in equilibrium we require adjustments on the

labor market in the form of falling domestic wages, i.e.

dw

dt
= w��2 > 0, where (33)

�2 =

�1
0(I)(w�w�)

�3(I)
eI�0

+ (� � I)
�1
e�0

�
�3(I)2

I(w�w�)0(I) + �
00


�
+ I�0

> 0 and

�3 = (a
0 � 2b0eX � w(I)) > 0.

The previous result clari�es that in general equilibrium falling o¤shoring costs not only

make foreign but also domestic production cheaper due to the adjustments of factor prices.9

With lower production costs in both countries, it is apparent that a MPF will increase its

total scale.

Proposition 9 Falling o¤shoring costs reduce costs in both production sites and hence en-
larges total �rm output X, i.e.

9From Eq. (11) we know c (�) = a0 � 2b0eX; therefore �3 > 0.
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dX

dt
= � w�

2b0�1

�
(� � I) + I�0�2

�
< 0. (34)

This equation is the general equilibrium equivalent of Eq. (22). Comparing both equa-

tions immediatly points out that due to the adjustment of factor prices the general equilib-

rium e¤ect will greater than the partial equilibrium e¤ect.

Regarding the optimal cuto¤ of production, we observe two opposite forces in general

equilibrium. On the one hand there is the o¤shoring cost reduction e¤ect which tends to

shift production abroad, on the other hand we �nd decreasing domestic wages which pulls

back production into Home.

Proposition 10 While in partial equilibrium a fall in t leads to a distinct fall in I (i.e.
dI
dt
> 0) this result does not necessarily hold in general equilibrium. If the result in partial

equilibrium is reversed (i.e. dI
dt
< 0) even more products are produced onshore with better

opportunities of o¤shoring. Therefore in general equilibrium the e¤ect on the borderline

variety I is ambiguous, i.e.

dI

dt
=

w�

(w � w�) 0 (I) (1�  (I)�2) ? 0. (35)

We now focus on this ambiguity and investigate the causes that lie behind it. To begin

with, Eq. (35) is positive for e being zero. With perfectly di¤erentiated products, domestic

varieties do not internalize cannibalization through rising outputs of foreign varieties (com-

pare Eq. (23)). Thus there is no reducing force on domestic labor demand via lower scale

of home produced varieties. Thereby, to ensure labor market clearing, domestic wages will

decline less and the wage-e¤ect will not dominate the better opportunities to o¤shore. With

0 < e < 1 there is the possibility that Eq. (35) gets negative, i.e. with falling o¤shoring

costs even more products are produced in Home. This happens if the general equilibrium

adjustment of factor prices prevails the foreign cost reduction via lower o¤shoring costs.

From the total derivatives of our system of equations we obtain two equations in dI
dt
and dw

dt
,

given by
dI

dt
=

w�

((w � w�) 0(I)) �
 (I)

((w � w�) 0(I))
dw

dt
? 0 (36)

and
�3(I)

I

dI

dt
= �

w� (� � I) e�0
�1

+

 
�00 �

eI
�
�0
�2

�1

!
dw

dt
? 0. (37)

Eq. (36) follows immediatly from the determination of the pro�t maximizing cuto¤ in Eq.

(19) and Eq. (37) is derived after some mathematical conversion from the labor market
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clearing condition in Eq. (32). Taking a closer look at Eq. (36) suggests that the partial

equilibrium result, the �rst part of the expression, is more likely to be reversed the higher

the wage response is weighted. From Eq. (29) we know that varieties with high labor inputs

will bene�t more from reductions in factor prices. This insight can be reapplied to Eq.

(36) when we observe the wage e¤ect to be of greater impact the higher the labor input

is at the margin. We apply this interpretation by analogy to Eq. (37) where it become

apparent that the higher the mean labor input of domestic production �0 is the more likely

the domestic wage reduction outweighs the cost advantage through lower o¤shoring costs.

We can illustrate the determination of equilibrium in
�
dI
dt
, dw
dt

	
space as in Figure 4 where Eq.

(36) is negatively sloped whereas the slope of Eq. (37) depends on the sign of
�
�00 �

eI(�0)
2

�1

�
.

dt
dw

dt
dI

dt
dw

dt
dI

Figure 4 - Cuto¤ in general equilibrium

By all means dI
dt
< 0 for �00 �

eI(�0)
2

�1
. If �00 >

eI(�0)
2

�1
, dI
dt
can both be negative or positive.

From our previous discussion we know that within the general equilibrium framework

total �rm scale will increase with falling o¤shoring costs because of rising outputs in both

domestic and foreign production. This enhances cannibalization between varieties and con-

tingently cuts out the least e¢ cient marginal varieties of the portfolio.

Proposition 11 While in partial equilibrium a fall in t leads to a distinct increase in � (i.e.
d�
dt
< 0) this result does not necessarily hold in general equilibrium. In general equilibrium
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the e¤ect on the product range � is ambiguous, i.e.

d�

dt
= �

 
1� e

�1

�
(� � I) + I�0�2

�
0(�)

!
? 0. (38)

Again with e = 0, we observe the result from partial equilibrium being recon�rmed (i.e.
d�
dt
< 0). With perfectly di¤erentiated products there is no cannibalization and thus with

falling o¤shoring costs pro�t-maximizing behavior of a MPF suggests to add varieties at the

intra-�rm extensive margin. The sign of Eq. (38) is driven by the intensity of cannibalization

determined by the di¤erentiation parameter e and the response of total �rm scale to better

prospects for o¤shoring dX
dt
. The following equation still includes latter e¤ect

d�

dt
= �

 
w� + 2b0edX

dt

w�0(�)

!
? 0, (39)

where dX
dt
< 0. We �nd the partial equilibrium result being reversed (i.e. d�

dt
> 0.) with e > 0

and dX
dt
< � w�

2b0e . In this case the cannibalization e¤ect prevails the cost advantage through

lower o¤shoring costs for marginal varieties in the portfolio and a MPF drops marginal

varieties with falling o¤shoring costs. Figure 5 clari�es foregoing analysis.

dt
dX

dt
dδ

0=e

0>e

dt
dX

dt
dδ

0=e

0>e

Figure 5 - Product range in general equilibrium
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3.3 Numerical Example with a Linear Cost Function

We conclude our general equilibrium analysis with a numerical simulation to exemplify previ-

ous discussion. For speci�c parameter values and a linear cost function, Table 1 summarizes

results for di¤erent degrees of product di¤erentiation. Results once again underline the issue

of cannibalization in this framework. We observe a falling total �rm output and a falling

product range with rising substituability between varieties. Referring to the analysis in the

preceding subsection it is important to mention that Table 1 shows a speci�c case where

partial equilibrium results with respect to the cuto¤ of relocation I get reversed in general

equilibrium, i.e. dI
dt
< 0. In this parameterization with a linear cost function, we �nd more

varieties being produced onshore with falling o¤shoring costs. As explained before, this

result is due to the prevailing e¤ect of falling domestic wages in comparision to the better

prospects for o¤shoring. Concerning the response of the product range this parameterization

(except in line 4) prescribes an expansion of the portfolio with lower o¤shoring costs.

w X I δ dI/dt dδ/dt
0.1 8.70 121.73 1.36 22.13 0.6885 0.4953
0.3 8.21 54.15 1.71 13.01 1.0233 0.1350
0.5 8.14 36.13 1.77 8.86 1.0810 0.0031
0.7 8.32 27.68 1.63 5.86 0.8957 0.01510
0.9 9.01 22.96 1.14 2.91 0.3706 0.14316

Product differentiation

Notes: w  denotes domestic wage level, X  denotes total firm scale, I  denotes total firm output, and
δ refers to the product range. Parameter values are a' =100, b' =2, L =20, w* =3.5, and t =2.5. For
this calculation we assume a linear cost function: γ(i)=γ 0+γ 1 i =1+0.5i

e

Table 1 - Numerical exercise in Mathematica 8.0

Proposition 12 By assuming a linear cost function within this framework, we can show
that there is the possibility that a MPF produces more varieties domestically when it faces

better prospects for foreign production in the sense of lower o¤shoring costs.

4 Conclusion

Although the globalization of production has been discussed extensively in formal and infor-

mal writings, there is no basic framework to study the relocation of whole varieties within

the boundaries of a �rm. We have set up a general oligopolistic equilibrium model of MPFs

and o¤shoring within which allows us to study the consequences of globalization in the sense

of declining costs of o¤shoring. Our emphasis generates insights on how better prospects
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for o¤shoring a¤ect the geographic organization and the product range of a MPF. Having

wages endogenized our model suggests ambigious tendencies on both the borderline and the

marginal variety. The more domestic wages respond to changes in o¤shoring costs and do-

mestic production absorbs these factor price adjustments, the more likely is greater domestic

production in an economy with increasing globalization. Whether the product portfolio rises

due to better opportunities of producing o¤shore depends on a crucial factor in our model:

the cannibalizaton e¤ect. With production in both countries bene�ting a lot from lower pro-

duction costs and hence total �rm scale surging, least e¢ cient varieties within the portfolio

might be crowded out.

One issue we did not consider in our model is welfare of workers. As our speci�cation

considers domestic production only wherby consumption takes place on a third market,

workers su¤er from declining wages and do not bene�t from lower prices of �nal goods.

Due to this construction it does not make sense to assess welfare as we can not make any

statements concerning the real wages in our model.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Firm pro�ts and condition for borderline variety

From the �rst order condition for scale in Eq. (8) we know:

p(i)� c(i) = b0(1� e)x(i) + b0eX, (A1)
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which inserted in the open economy total pro�ts in Eq. (15) leads to

�

b0
= (1� e)

IZ
0

x(i)2di+ eX

IZ
0

x(i)di+ (1� e)
�Z
I

x�(i)2di+ eX

�Z
I

x�(i)di. (A2)

Given that X =
IR
0

x(i)di +
�R
I

x�(i)di we derive Eq. (17). To identify a condition for an

optimally chosen borderline variety I we maximize Eq. (17) with respect to I. This implies

the following �rst order condition:

1

b0
d�

dI
= (1�e)

24 IZ
0

2x(i)
dx(i)

dI
di+

�Z
I

2x�(i)
dx�

dI
di

35+(1�e) �x(I)2 � x�(I)2�+(1�e)x�(�)d�
dI
+e2X

dX

dI
= 0:

(A3)

With x�(�) = 0, dx(i)
dI

= dx�(i)
dI

= � e
1�e

dX
dI
, and some mathematical conversion, we derive

1

b0
d�

dI
= (1� e)

�
x(I)2 � x�(I)2

�
= 0. (A4)

5.2 Comparative statics in partial equilibrium

Equilibrium is determined by the following system of equations:

w(I) = w�((I) + t) (A5)

x(i) =
a0 � w(i)� 2b0eX

2b0(1� e) (A6)

x�(i) =
a0 � w�((i) + t)� 2b0eX

2b0(1� e) (A7)

X =

IZ
0

x(i)di+

�Z
I

x�(i)di (A8)

w�((�) + t) = a0 � 2b0eX (A9)

Substituting Eqs.(A6) and (A7) in Eq.(A8), we can reduce this system to three equations

(A5), (A9), and
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2b0 (1� e+ e�)X = a0� � w�t (� � I)� w
IZ
0

 (i) di� w�
�Z
I

 (i) di. (A10)

Totally di¤erentiating (A10) and substituing information from Eqs. (A5), (A9), yields

dX

dt
= � w� (� � I)

2b0 (1� e+ e�) < 0. (A11)

Eq. (20) in the article can be easily derived by totally di¤erentiating Eq. (A5). To get Eq.

(21) we calculate the total derivative of Eq. (A9) and substitute (A11). Eqs. (23) and (24)

combine the total derivatives of Eqs. (A6) and (A7) with Eq. (A11).

5.3 Comparative statics in general equilibrium

Eqs. (A5), (A9), and (A10) are complemented by the labor market clearing condition given

by

LH =
(a0 � 2b0eX) I�0 � wI�00

2b0(1� e) : (A12)

In the total derivatives we take into account that domestic wages are endogenously deter-

mined in the domestic labor market. For deriving the results, note that d
dI
(I�0) =  (I) and

d
dI
(I�00) =  (I)

2.
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